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ENHANCED ADDRESS LEARNING IN LAYER 
TWO COMPUTER NETWORKS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The techniques of this disclosure relate to computer net 
works and, more particularly, layer 2 (L2) computer net 
works. 

BACKGROUND 

Networks that primarily utilize data link layer devices are 
often referred to as layer two (L2) networks. A data link layer 
device is a device that operates within the second layer of the 
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model, i.e., 
the data link layer. One example of a common L2 networks is 
an Ethernet network in which endpoint devices (e.g., servers, 
printers, computers) are connected by one or more Ethernet 
switches. The Ethernet switches forward Ethernet frames, 
also referred to as L2 communications or L2 packets to 
devices within the network. As the Ethernet switches forward 
the Ethernet frames the Ethernet switches learn L2 state infor 
mation for the L2 network, including media access control 
(MAC) addressing information for the devices within the 
network and the physical ports through which the devices are 
reachable. The Ethernet switches typically store the MAC 
addressing information in L2 learning tables associated with 
each of their physical interfaces. When switching an indi 
vidual Ethernet frame, an Ethernet switches typically broad 
casts the Ethernet frame to all of its physical ports unless the 
Ethernet switch has learned the specific physical port through 
which to the destination MAC address devices is reachable. In 
this case, the Ethernet switch forwards a single copy of the 
Ethernet frame out the associated physical port. 

Recently, network service providers have offered systems 
that provide L2 connectivity between multiple, geographi 
cally separate L2 customer networks. That is, the L2 customer 
networks may be interconnected by the service provider to 
provide L2 connectivity as if the L2 customer networks were 
directly connected. One mechanism by which network ser 
vice providers provide L2 connectivity to their customers is 
by utilization of Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs). 
VLANs area generic grouping mechanism for Ethernet pack 
ets that allow logical isolation of multiple L2 networks that 
share the same physical Ethernet ports. In other words, a 
service provider may associate different VLANs with differ 
ent customers so that L2 traffic and L2 state information for 
the networks, e.g., MAC addressing information, is logically 
separate for the customers. VLANs allow network switches 
and other infrastructure of the service provider to multiplex 
the L2 customer traffic over shared physical Ethernet ports. In 
this way, each VLAN provides a connection between devices 
assigned to the VLAN, and each of the VLANs may essen 
tially be treated as an independent layer two (L2) network. A 
device assigned to one VLAN can communicate with other 
devices on that VLAN but may be unable to communicate 
with devices on a separate VLAN. L2 packets for different 
VLANs may be correctly forwarded within a network by 
appending a VLAN tag to the packets to designate the VLAN 
to which each packet belongs. Each of the various network 
switches may learn MAC addresses within the context of a 
VLAN in a manner similar to that described above with 
respect to the physical Ethernet network so as to switch the L2 
traffic throughout the VLAN. If one or more network switches 
services two or more VLANs, these network switches may 
learn and store L2 address information for each of the VLANs 
separately so as to maintain separation between the VLANs. 
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One type of large area L2 network connectivity being 

developed is Provider Backbone Bridging (PBB) defined in 
accordance with IEEE standard 802.1ah. PBB defines an 
architecture and bridging protocols in which a Provider Back 
bone Bridged Network (PBBN) provides L2 connectivity 
between multiple provider bridge networks (PBNs) of one or 
more different network service providers. Such large area L2 
network connectivity is being deployed, for example, in met 
ropolitan area networks. Each PBN provides one or more 
service VLANs (“S-VLANS) to service and isolate L2 traffic 
from customer networks. Access switched for the PBBN typi 
cally include a set of Backbone Edge Bridges (BEBs) that 
interconnect some or all of the S-VLANs supported by mul 
tiple PBNs. Each BEB provides interfaces that further encap 
sulate L2 frames for transport through the PBBN. The 
VLANs used to encapsulate L2 frames from the PBNs and 
transport the L2 traffic through the PBBN are known as back 
bone VLANs (B-VLANs), and the resources that support 
those VLANs are usually considered to be part of the PBBN. 
In this way, the PBBN may be referred to as a Virtual Bridged 
Local Area Network under the administrative control of a 
backbone provider. Further details of PBB can be found in 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., IEEE 
P802.1ah-2008, “Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area 
Networks Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks—Amend 
ment 6: Provider Backbone Bridges.”hereby incorporated by 
reference in its entirety. 

SUMMARY 

In general, the techniques of this disclosure provide for 
enhanced address learning in layer two (L2) computer net 
works. More specifically, the techniques may facilitate opti 
mized address learning after a detected failure in a so-called 
“multi-homed L2 computer network connected to another 
L2 computer network via a form of L2 connectivity config 
ured within another computer network, Such as a service 
provider network. A multi-homed customer network refers to 
a computer network that has two or more customer edge 
devices, such as L2 Switches, that connect the computer net 
work to two or more corresponding provider edge network 
devices that each provide access to the L2 connectivity pro 
vided by the service provider network. When the multi-home 
customer network experiences an internal failure (e.g., failure 
of an internal link), the customer network may be split into 
two sub-networks, each of which utilizes a different one of the 
customer edge devices to access the service provider network. 
Before the network failure resulting in the split of the multi 
homed computer network, the provideredge network devices 
dynamically determine (e.g., without human or administra 
tive intervention) which of the provideredge network devices 
is the rootbridge, which represents the device that currently 
provides access to the L2 connectivity between the multi 
homed computer network and the other L2 computer network 
using a loop-prevention protocol. 

After the network failure resulting in the split of the multi 
homed computer network, the techniques enable one of the 
provider edge devices to generate and send a message iden 
tifying only those portions of the learned L2 address infor 
mation that needs to be deleted or flushed and relearned, i.e., 
the portions associated with the provider edge device that 
previously dynamically determined to provide the access to 
the L2 connectivity for the entire multi-home computer net 
work before the network failure. In this sense, the techniques 
leverage information, i.e., the rootbridge, learned via a loop 
prevention protocol to derive what may be referred to as the 
multi-home root peer device that previously provided access 
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to the L2 connectivity prior to the network failure. The tech 
niques then enable the one of the provider edge devices to 
formulate the message to target or otherwise identify those 
portions of L2 learning information that need to be flushed by 
specifying the derived multi-homed peer device. 

Thus, rather than send a general message that indicates all 
of the L2 learning information stored by the provider edge 
devices needs to be flushed, the techniques facilitate auto 
matic generation of an optimized form of this message that 
identifies only those portions of the L2 learning information 
that need to be flushed and relearned based on the dynamic 
determination of which one of the provider edge devices 
provided the access to the L2 connectivity. Because the deter 
mination of the affected portions is dynamic or without 
human intervention, configuration of Such L2 connectivity 
services, such as a virtual private local area network (LAN) 
service (VPLS) and a provider backbone bridging (PBB) 
service, may be simplified. Moreover, this dynamic determi 
nation may also reduce or potentially avoid entirely human 
related errors that may result in fatal network connectivity 
issues. 

In one embodiment, a method comprises executing a loop 
prevention protocol on a first one of a plurality of network 
devices that provide multi-homed layer two (L2) connectivity 
between an L2 customer network and an intermediate net 
work, wherein each of the plurality of network devices is 
coupled to the L2 customer network by a different one of a 
plurality of links, and wherein the loop-prevention protocol 
determines a bridge identifier for each of the plurality of 
network devices and, in accordance with the bridge identifi 
ers, selecting with the loop-prevention protocola second one 
of the plurality of network devices as a current rootbridge to 
forward L2 communications between the L2 customer net 
work and the intermediate network without forwarding the L2 
communications with other ones of the plurality of network 
devices. The method also comprises detecting, with the first 
one of the plurality of network devices, a topology change 
that splits the L2 customer network into a plurality of L2 
Sub-networks and, in response to detecting the topology 
change, outputting a message from the first one of the plural 
ity of network devices to direct the remaining ones of the 
plurality of network devices to clear L2 address information 
learned when forwarding the L2 communications, wherein 
the first one of the plurality of network devices formulates the 
message to include the bridge identifier determined by the 
loop-prevention protocol as the current root bridge prior to 
detecting the topology change to direct the remaining ones of 
the plurality of network devices to clear only L2 addresses 
learned from the bridge identifier determined by the loop 
prevention protocol as the current rootbridge. 

In another embodiment, a first network device of a plurality 
of network devices that provides multi-homed layer two (L.2) 
connectivity between an L2 customer network and an inter 
mediate network, the first network device comprising a con 
trol unit that executes a loop-prevention protocol, wherein 
each of the plurality of network devices is coupled to the L2 
customer network by a different one of a plurality of links, 
and wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a bridge 
identifier for each of the plurality of network devices. The 
loop-prevention protocol selects, in accordance with the 
bridge identifiers, a second network device of the plurality of 
network devices as a current rootbridge to forward L2 com 
munications between the L2 customer network and the inter 
mediate network without forwarding the L2 communications 
with other ones of the plurality of network devices and detects 
a topology change that splits the L2 customer network into a 
plurality of L2 sub-networks. The first network device also 
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4 
comprising at least one interface that, in response to detecting 
the topology change, outputs a message to direct the remain 
ing ones of the plurality of network devices to clear L2 
address information learned when forwarding the L2 com 
munications, wherein the message includes the bridge iden 
tifier determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the cur 
rent root bridge prior to detecting the topology change to 
direct the remaining ones of the plurality of network devices 
to clear only L2 addresses learned from the bridge identifier 
determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the current 
rootbridge. 

In another embodiment, a non-transitory computer-read 
able medium comprises instructions that, when executed, 
cause one or more processors to execute a loop-prevention 
protocol on a first one of a plurality of network devices that 
provide multi-homed layer two (L2) connectivity between an 
L2 customer network and an intermediate network, wherein 
each of the plurality of network devices is coupled to the L2 
customer network by a different one of a plurality of links, 
and wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a bridge 
identifier for each of the plurality of network devices, in 
accordance with the bridge identifiers, select with the loop 
prevention protocol a second one of the plurality of network 
devices as a current rootbridge to forward L2 communica 
tions between the L2 customer network and the intermediate 
network without forwarding the L2 communications with 
other ones of the plurality of network devices, detect, with the 
first one of the plurality of network devices, a topology 
change that splits the L2 customer network into a plurality of 
L2 Sub-networks and, in response to detecting the topology 
change, output a message from the first one of the plurality of 
network devices to direct the remaining ones of the plurality 
of network devices to clear L2 address information learned 
when forwarding the L2 communications, wherein the first 
one of the plurality of network devices formulates the mes 
sage to include the bridge identifier determined by the loop 
prevention protocol as the current rootbridge prior to detect 
ing the topology change to direct the remaining ones of the 
plurality of network devices to clear only L2 addresses 
learned from the bridge identifier determined by the loop 
prevention protocol as the current rootbridge. 

In another embodiment, a network system comprises a first 
L2 customer network that includes first and second customer 
edge (CE) devices, a second L2 customer network that 
includes a third customer edge (CE) device and a service 
provider network positioned intermediate to the first L2 cus 
tomer network and the second L2 customer network and 
provides layer two (L2) connectivity in the form of a virtual 
private local area network (LAN) service (VPLS) between 
the first L2 customer network and the second L2 customer 
network to transparently, from the perspective of the first L2 
customer network and the second L2 customer network, con 
nect the first and second L2 customer networks to one 
another. The service provider network includes a first pro 
vider edge (PE) device that couples to the first CE device via 
a first link, a second PE device that couples to the second CE 
device via a second link, and a third PE device that couples to 
the third CE device via a third link. The first PE device 
includes a control unit that executes a loop-prevention proto 
col, wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a 
bridge identifier for each of the first and second PE devices, in 
accordance with the bridge identifiers, selects with the loop 
prevention protocol the second PE device as a current root 
bridge to forward L2 communications between the first L2 
customer network and the service provider network without 
forwarding the L2 communications with the first PE device, 
and detects a topology change that splits the first L2 customer 
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network into a plurality of L2 sub-networks. The first PE 
device also includes at least one interface that, in response to 
detecting the topology change, outputs a message to direct 
one or more of the second PE device and the third PE device 
to clear L2 address information learned when forwarding the 
L2 communications, wherein the message includes the bridge 
identifier determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the 
current rootbridge prior to detecting the topology change to 
direct one or more of the second PE device and the third PE 
device to clear only L2 addresses learned from the bridge 
identifier determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the 
current rootbridge. 

In another embodiment, a network system comprises a first 
L2 provider backbone (PB) network that includes first and 
second PB devices, a second L2 PB network that includes a 
third and forth PB devices and a provider backbone bridging 
(PBB) network positioned intermediate to the first L2 PB 
network and the second L2 PB network and provides layer 
two (L2) connectivity in the form of a backbone virtual pri 
vate local area network (LAN) (B-VLAN) between the first 
L2 PB network and the second L2 PB network to transpar 
ently, from the perspective of the first L2 PB network and the 
second L2 PB network, connect the first and second L2 PB 
networks to one another. The PBB network includes a back 
bone edge bridging (BEB) device that couples to the first PB 
device via a first link, a second BEB device that couples to the 
second PB device via a second link, and a third BEB device 
that couples to the third PB device via a third link. The first 
BEB device includes a control unit that executes a loop 
prevention protocol, wherein the loop-prevention protocol 
determines a bridge identifier for each of the first and second 
BEB devices, in accordance with the bridge identifiers, 
selects with the loop-prevention protocol the second BEB 
device as a current rootbridge to forward L2 communications 
between the first L2 customer network and the service pro 
vider network without forwarding the L2 communications 
with the first BEB device, and detects a topology change that 
splits the first L2 customer network into a plurality of L2 
sub-networks. The first BEB device also includes at least one 
interface that, in response to detecting the topology change, 
outputs a message to direct one or more of the second BEB 
device and the third BEB device to clear L2 address informa 
tion learned when forwarding the L2 communications, 
wherein the message includes the bridge identifier deter 
mined by the loop-prevention protocol as the current root 
bridge prior to detecting the topology change to direct one or 
more of the Second BEB device and the third BEB device to 
clear only L2 addresses learned from the bridge identifier 
determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the current 
rootbridge. 

In another embodiment, a network system comprises a first 
L2 provider backbone (PB) network that includes first and 
second PB devices, a second L2 PB network that includes a 
third and forth PB devices and a provider backbone bridging 
(PBB) network positioned intermediate to the first L2 PB 
network and the second L2 PB network and provides layer 
two (L2) connectivity in the form of a backbone virtual pri 
vate local area network (LAN) (B-VLAN) between the first 
L2 PB network and the second L2 PB network to transpar 
ently, from the perspective of the first L2 PB network and the 
second L2 PB network, connect the first and second L2 PB 
networks to one another. The PBB network includes a back 
bone edge bridging (BEB) device that couples to the first PB 
device via a first link, a second BEB device that couples to the 
second PB device via a second link, and a third BEB device 
that couples to the third PB device via a third link. The first 
BEB device includes a control unit that executes a loop 
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prevention protocol, wherein the loop-prevention protocol 
determines a bridge identifier for each of the first and second 
BEB devices and, in accordance with the bridge identifiers, 
selects with the loop-prevention protocol the second BEB 
device as a current rootbridge to forward L2 communications 
between the first L2 PB network and the PBB network with 
out forwarding the L2 communications with the first BEB 
device. The first BEB device also includes at least one inter 
face that receives network traffic via the B-VLAN having a 
virtual L2 source address associated with the second BEB 
device and receives network traffic via the B-VLAN having a 
virtual L2 source address associated with the third BEB 
device, wherein the control unit stores data associating the 
virtual L2 source address associated with the third BEB 
device rather than store the virtual L2 source address associ 
ated with the second BEB device based on bridge identifier 
associated with the selected current rootbridge so as not to 
improperly determine that the second BEB device is a remote 
peer. 
The details of one or more embodiments of the techniques 

are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the descrip 
tion below. Other features, objects, and advantages of the 
techniques will be apparent from the description and draw 
ings, and from the claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1A and 1B are block diagrams illustrating an 
example network system that implements the enhanced 
address learning techniques described in this disclosure. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the provider edge 
devices of FIGS. 1A and 1B in more detail. 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating example operation of a 
network device in performing various aspects of the tech 
niques described in this disclosure. 

FIGS. 4A, 4B are block diagram illustrating another exem 
plary network system that implements various aspects of the 
techniques described in this disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIGS. 1A and 1B are block diagrams illustrating an 
example network system 10 that implements the enhanced 
address learning techniques described in this disclosure. 
Referring first to FIG. 1A, network system 10 includes an 
intermediate computer network shown in the example of FIG. 
1A as service provider network 12 and two layer two (L.2) 
computer networks shown in the example of FIG. 1A as L2 
customer networks 14A, 14B (“L2 customer networks 14). 

Service provider network 12 represents a publically acces 
sible computer network that is owned and operated by a 
service provider, which is usually large telecommunications 
entity or corporation. Service provider network 12 is usually 
a large layer three (L3) computer network, where reference to 
a layer followed by a number refers to a corresponding layer 
in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model. Service 
provider network 12 is a L3 network in the sense that it 
natively supports L3 operations as described in the OSI 
model, but not layer four (L4) and higher layer operations. 
Common L3 operations include those performed in accor 
dance with L3 protocols, such as the Internet protocol (IP). L3 
is also known as a “network layer in the OSI model and the 
term L3 may be used interchangeably with the phrase "net 
work layer throughout this disclosure. 

Service provider network 12 typically provides a number 
of residential and business services, including residential and 
business class data services (which are often referred to as 
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“Internet services' in that these data services permit access to 
the collection of publically accessible networks referred to as 
the Internet), residential and business class telephone and/or 
Voice services, and residential and business class television 
services. One such business class data service offered by 
service provider network 12 includes a virtual private local 
area network (LAN) service (VPLS). VPLS is a service that 
provides a form of L2 connectivity across an intermediate 
network, such as service provider network 12, to interconnect 
two L2 customer networks, such as L2 customer networks 14, 
that are usually located in two different geographic areas. 
Often, VPLS is transparent to the customer networks in that 
these customer networks are not aware of the intervening 
intermediate service provider network and instead act and 
operate as if these two customer networks were directly con 
nected. In a way, VPLS enables a form of transparent LAN 
connection between two geographically distant customer 
sites that each operate a L2 network and, for this reason, 
VPLS is also known as a “transparent LAN service.” 

In the example of FIG. 1A, L2 customer networks 14 each 
represent L2 computer networks that subscribe to VPLS 
offered by service provider network 12. L2 customer net 
works 14 are considered"L2 in that these customer networks 
14 provide native support for L2 operations as described in 
the OSI model, but do not natively support L3 and higher 
layer operations. Common L2 operations include those per 
formed in accordance with L2 protocols, such as Ethernet. L2 
is also known as a “data link layer in this OSI model and the 
term L2 may be used interchangeably with the phrase “data 
link layer” throughout this disclosure. It is assumed through 
out this disclosure for illustrative purposes, that L2 customer 
networks 14 operate an Ethernet protocol, which utilizes 
hardware addresses referred to as media access control 
(MAC) addresses that are typically stored in physical 
memory residing on interface cards of the customer end-user 
devices located within L2 customer networks 14. 

For purposes of illustration, it is also assumed that a single 
enterprise owns both of L2 customer networks 14, although 
this assumption should not limit the techniques described in 
this disclosure, as any number of entities may own and oper 
ate L2 customer networks 14. This single enterprise contracts 
with the service provider that owns and operates service pro 
vider network 14 to subscribe to VPLS. After subscribing to 
VPLS, service provider network 14 configures service pro 
vider network 12 to provide VPLS, which is a form of L2 
connectivity, through service provider network 12 so that 
customer networks 14 transparently interconnect with one 
another. 
To configure VPLS, the service provider configures vari 

ous devices included within service provider network 12 that 
interface with L2 customer networks 14. In the example of 
FIG. 1A, these devices are shown as provider edge (PE) 
devices 16A-16C (“PE devices 16”). PE devices 16 each 
represent a L3 network device. Such as router, although the 
techniques are not limited to L3 network devices and may be 
implemented by any type of network device capable of pro 
viding at least one form of L2 connectivity, such as VPLS or 
the below-described provider backbone bridging (PBB) ser 
vice. PE devices 16 may generally represent access switches 
when providing this form of L2 connectivity although PE 
devices 16 may still comprise L2 network devices that pro 
vide L2 access Switch functionality So as to properly emulate 
the L2 form of connectivity. In any event, an administrator, 
network operator or other user configures each of PE devices 
16 to provision what are referred to as “pseudowires' and 
commonly abbreviated as “PWs.” In the example of FIG. 1A, 
pseudowires are shown as dashed double arrowed lines 
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8 
labeled 18A-18C, over which VPLS operates to enable a 
logical form of L2 connectivity. 

Pseudowires 18A-18C (“pseudowires 18') are logical net 
work connections formed from two unidirectional label 
switched paths (LSPs) that emulate a connection not natively 
offered by service provider network 12 for consumption out 
side the boundaries of that service provider network 12. For 
example, service provider network 18 may implement a L3 
network that internally supports L2 functionality in that it 
implements L2 functions for use internally within network 12 
to support the L3 functions offered externally for consump 
tion by L2 customer networks 14. Pseudowires 18 may emu 
late a L2 connection within service provider network 14 
enabling service provider network 14 to offer emulated L2 
connectivity externally for consumption by L2 customer net 
works 14 as VPLS. More information regarding pseudowires 
can be found in Request for Comments (RFC) 3985, entitled 
“Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) Architec 
ture.” which is hereby incorporated by reference as if set out 
in its entirety in this disclosure. 
To configure VPLS, pseudowires 18 may be provisioned in 

a “full-mesh' configuration, meaning that each of the PE 
devices that provide VPLS for consumption by the subscrib 
ing entity is interconnected by way of one of pseudowires 18 
to every other one of the PE devices that provide VPLS for 
consumption by the subscribingentity. In the example of FIG. 
1A, each of PE devices 16 provide access to VPLS for con 
sumption by customer networks 14 and, therefore, each of PE 
devices 16 is connected to every other PE device 16 via one of 
pseudowires 18. Once pseudowires 18 are configured in this 
manner, VPLS may be enabled within PE devices 16 to oper 
ate over pseudowires 18, which may in this context operate as 
logical dedicated links through service provider network 12. 
In operation, VPLS generally involves appending or other 
wise inserting a VPLS tag and a pseudowire identifier into 
incoming L2 packets, which may also be referred to as L2 
frames (particularly in the context of Ethernet), and transmit 
ting the tagged packets through a corresponding one of the 
configured pseudowires, as described in more detail below. 
Once VPLS is configured within service provider network 

12, L2 customer networks 14 may communicate with one 
another via VPLS as if they were directly connected L2 net 
works. Initially, prior to enabling data traffic, L2 customer 
networks 14 issue control communications to resolve loops 
and other traffic oddities that may prevent proper communi 
cation both within each of and between L2 customer networks 
14. As shown in the example of FIG. 1A, each of L2 customer 
networks 14 include customer edge (CE) devices 20A-20C 
(“CE devices 20”), with L2 customer network 14A including 
CE devices 20A and 20B and L2 customer network 14B 
including CE device 20O. 
CE device 20A is coupled to PE device 16A via link 22A, 

where PE device 16A is capable of providing access to VPLS 
for L2 customer network 14A via CE device 20A. CE device 
20B is coupled to PE device 16B via link 22B, where PE 
device 16B is capable of providing access to VPLS also for L2 
customer network 14A via CE device 20B. In instances where 
a given network may couple via two different and, to a certain 
extent, redundant links (in that both links couple the network 
to a service, such as VPLS), the network may be referred to as 
being “multi-homed.” In this example, L2 customer network 
14A represents a L2 multi-homed customer network in that 
L2 customer network 14A includes two different CE devices 
20A, 20B that couple to two different PE devices 16A, 16B 
via separate and, to a certain extent, redundant links 22A, 
22B, where both of PE devices 16A, 16B are capable of 
providing access to VPLS for L2 customer network 14A. 
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Multi-homed networks are often employed by network 
operators so as to improve access to VPLS provided by ser 
vice provider network 12 should a failure in one of links 22A, 
22B occur or should an error occur in L2 customer network 
14A, as will be described in more detail below. CE device 200 
couples to PE device 16C via link 22C, where PE device 16C 
provides access to VPLS for L2 customer network 14B via 
CE device 200. L2 customer network 14B represents what 
may be referred to as a “single-homed” network in that it does 
not feature different and, to a certain extent, redundant con 
nections to VPLS provided by service provider network 12. 
PE devices 16A, 16B are described above as being capable 

of providing access to VPLS for L2 customer network 14A 
because, typically, only one of PE devices 16A, 16B provides 
access to the subscribed-to VPLS provided by service pro 
vider network 12. As noted above, L2 customer networks 14 
implement a loop-prevention control protocol. Such as a span 
ning tree protocol (STP). So as to resolve loops that may 
prevent proper or at least inefficient communication both 
within and between L2 customer network 14. Referring to 
STP for purposes of illustration, the switches and other L2 
network devices responsible for switching network traffic 
within each of L2 customer networks 14, including CE 
devices 20 and PE devices 16, implement STP to determine a 
topology of L2 customer networks 14 and resolve this topol 
ogy in a loop-free manner. 
STP is a data link layer or L2 protocol that specifies various 

messages, referred to as bridge protocol data units (BPDUs), 
that the bridges or switches, i.e., CE devices 20 and the VPLS 
portion of PE devices 16 (where this portion effectively emu 
late a L2 Switch or bridge) in this example, exchange to 
determine the topology of the customer networks 14. After 
exchanging this information, the Switches and other L2 net 
work devices responsible for switching traffic within each of 
and between L2 networks 14, including CE devices 20 and PE 
devices 16, first select a so-called “rootbridge' from which to 
resolve the topology in a loop-free manner and then, after 
selecting this rootbridge, resolve the determined topology in 
the loop-free manner. In effect, STP considers the various L2 
devices as a graph whose nodes are the L2 bridges or Switches 
and the links between these devices as the segments. To break 
any loops present in the graph, the bridges and/or Switches 
compute a spanning tree from the determined graph in a 
systematic way Such that all of the bridges/switches compute 
the same spanning tree and thereby resolve the graph in a 
consistent loop-free manner. 
Commonly, separate STP domains are established, one for 

each of L2 customer networks 14, with the result that each of 
L2 customer networks 14 select their own rootbridge (where 
the STP domain extends the customer facing portion of PE 
devices 16 in each instance). PE devices 16 may also form 
another STP domain to select a rootbridge among the service 
provider-facing portions of PE devices 16 that provide the 
access to the VPLS executing over PWs 18. Usually, the root 
bridge is configured by way of a priority value set by an 
administrator or other network operation that operates each of 
the STP domains. It is assumed that PE device 16B is the root 
bridge for the STP domain comprising L2 customer network 
14A and the customer-facing portions of PE devices 16A, 
16B and that PE device 16A would be the rootbridge but for 
the presence of PE device 16B in the STP domain. 

In the example of FIG. 1A, multi-home L2 customer net 
work 14A presents a loop in the topology (which is repre 
sented again as a graph in most instances) determined pre 
dominantly by STPassuming that CE device 20A couples to 
CE device 20B either directly or indirectly via other devices 
not shown in the example of FIG.1.A. PE devices 16A, 16B do 
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10 
not however implement STP over the link connecting these 
devices 16A, 16B to one another. Instead, the one of PE 
devices 16A, 16B that is not the rootbridge implements what 
is commonly referred to as root-protect or root-guard to logi 
cally block the port that connects the non-rootbridge one of 
devices 16A, 16B to the one of devices 16A, 16B that acts as 
the rootbridge. In this way, PE devices 16A, 16B effectively 
break the loop, which is illustrated as loop 24 in the example 
of FIG. 1A. In this way, PE devices 16A, 16B break loop 24, 
as loops may cause L2 devices to endlessly forward traffic 
considering that L2 functionality does not provide for any 
form of what may be characterized as “intelligent L3 rout 
ing. In this example, it is assumed that STP as implemented 
by CE devices 20A, 20Band PE device 16A implements root 
protect to logically block the port of PE device 16A that 
receives traffic from link 22A. This logical blocking opera 
tion shown in the example of FIG. 1A by the X on the left 
side of the box representing PE device 16A. 

After resolving the topology within each of the STP 
domains, L2 customer networks 14 may begin sending and 
receiving traffic between each other. While sending this net 
work traffic, CE devices 20 and PE devices 16 perform L2 
learning, although in slightly different ways, considering that 
PE devices 16 learn with respect to PWs 18 rather than ports. 
To illustrate, CE device 20B may receive a L2 packet from an 
end-user device of L2 customer network 14A (which is not 
shown for ease of illustration purposes) that is destined for L2 
customer network 14B. This L2 packet specifies a source L2 
address, such as a source MAC address, and a destination L2 
address, Such as a destination MAC address, where the source 
L2 address identifies the end-user device that originated the 
L2 packet and the destination MAC address identifies the L2 
device within L2 customer network 14B. 
CE device 20B receives this L2 packet via one of its ports, 

extracts the source L2 address and performs a lookup using a 
port identifier identifying the port over which this L2 packet 
was received in what is referred to as a L2 learning table. That 
is, each of CE devices 20, PE devices 16, and for that matter, 
each L2 network device responsible for switching traffic 
within L2 customer networks 14, store data defining a L2 
learning table. These L2 learning tables include an entry for 
each port and associate the port with one or more L2 
addresses. The initial lookup retrieves an entry in this table 
associated with the determined port identifier identifying the 
port of CE device 20B over which the L2 packet was received. 
CE device 20B then analyzes this entry to determine whether 
the extracted source L2 address has been previously associ 
ated with this port, as represented by the retrieved entry. If not 
yet associated with this port, CE device 20B updates this entry 
in its L2 learning table to associate this source L2 address 
with the port. 

If already associated with this port or after associating the 
source L2 address with this port, CE device 20B then parses 
the received L2 packet to extract the destination MAC 
address. CE device 20B then uses this destination MAC 
address to perform a lookup in its L2 learning table to deter 
mine a port associated with the destination L2 address. If no 
port has been previously associated with the destination L2 
address, CE device 20B determines that none of the entries 
store an association between one of its ports and the destina 
tion L2 address, whereupon CE device 20B broadcasts this 
packet via all of its port but the port over which CE device 20B 
received this packet. If CE device 20B retrieves an entry 
corresponding to a port that has been previously associated 
with the destination L2 address, CE device 20B forwards this 
L2 packet via the identified port, which would invariably 
include the port connecting CE device 20B to PE device 16B 
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via link 22B. In this manner, CE device 20B performs learn 
ing with respect to Source L2 addresses to store associations 
between ports and L2 addresses so as to enable Switching 
within L2 customer network 14A and between L2 customer 
networks 14. 

In contrast, PE device 16B stores associations between 
both ports and PWs 18A, 18B in that the customer-facing side 
of PE device 16B interfaces with CE device 20B via one of its 
ports while the service provider-facing side of PE device 16B 
interface with PE devices 16A, 16C via PWS 18A, 18B, 
respectively. Consequently, PE device 16B may learn asso 
ciations between both ports and L2 addresses and PWs and L2 
addresses, rather than only learn associations between ports 
and L2 addresses as is the case for CE devices 20. Despite this 
difference, for the most part, learning with respect to PWs is 
similar to learning with respect to ports and for purposes of 
this disclosure can be assumed to be the same as learning with 
respect to ports. In this manner, CE devices 20 and PE devices 
16 perform L2 learning so as to enable Switching of L2 data 
traffic in an efficient manner as this learning permits CE 
devices 20 and PE devices 16 to avoid broadcasting L2 pack 
ets (which consumes significant amount of bandwidth in 
comparison to directly Switching packets between a source 
port and an identified destination port) unless these devices 
have not previously associated a port with the destination L2 
address specified in any given packet. 

While switching data traffic in this manner, CE devices 20, 
PE devices 16 and, for that matter, any other L2 network 
devices responsible for switching network traffic within each 
of and between L2 customer networks 14, also implement 
another control protocol referred to as connectivity fault man 
agement (CFM) to detect faults in L2 computer networks 14, 
including those portions of PE devices 16 that emulate a L2 
network device for providing the access to the VPLS. As 
noted above with respect to STP, this CFM may be imple 
mented with respect to separate domains for each of L2 cus 
tomer networks 14 (including the customer-facing portions of 
PE devices 16) and the service provider-facing portions of PE 
device 16. 

To implement CFM, CE devices 20 and PE devices 16 
issues a number of messages, referred to as continuity check 
messages (CCMs), between each other within their respective 
domains. Failing to receive a CCM in a given amount of time 
triggers a so-called connectivity fault. In response to a con 
nectivity fault, the one of these L2 network devices that 
detected the connectivity faultissues an STP message alerting 
all of the other L2 network devices responsible for switching 
network traffic within their respective domains of the change 
in the network topology due to the fault. Each of these devices 
then update their respective network topologies and resolve 
this updated network topology to prevent loops and ensure 
that all portions of the topology are reachable from every 
other portion to the extent possible. While CCM may be 
employed in the manner described in this disclosure to detect 
faults it is not a mandatory aspect of the techniques consid 
ering that STP provides for period hello messages, which can 
be used to detect any link failures and thereby trigger topol 
ogy changes. Consequently, the techniques should not be 
limited in this respect and may rely on STP instead of CCM to 
detect connectivity faults. 

To illustrate, refer to FIG. 1B, where it is assumed a fault 
occurred in L2 customer network 14A that splits customer 
network 14A into two sub-networks shown in the example of 
FIG. 1B as L2 customer networks 14A and 14A". Assuming, 
CE device 20A detected the fault, CE device 20A sends an 
STP message updating PE device 16A of the change in the 
topology due to the fault (it should be noted that the logically 
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12 
blocked port only blocks data traffic and not control traffic 
Such as CCMs), where this message is propagated to all of the 
other L2 network devices within L2 customer network 14A, 
including PE device 16B. CE devices 20A, 20B and PE 
devices 16A, 16B update their respective topologies and 
resolve these updated network topologies to prevent loops 
and ensure that all portions of the topology within this STP 
domain are reachable from every other portion to the extent 
possible. In this example, each of the L2 devices within this 
STP domain resolves the updated topology in a manner that 
enables PE device 16A to provide access to the VPLS pro 
vided by service provider network 12 so that L2 customer 
device 14A is able to communicate both with L2 customer 
network 14A" and L2 customer network 14B. This access is 
enabled without preventing a loop because loop 24 is broken 
by the connectivity fault that split L2 customer network 14A 
into sub-networks 14, 14". 

This topology change causes additional issues with respect 
to L2 learning tables stored by each of the L2 devices within 
virtually joined network L2 customer networks 14, including, 
again, the portion of PE devices 16 that provide access to the 
VPLS. This issue arises because the L2 devices of L2 cus 
tomer network 14A can no longer communicate with CE 
device 20B due to the lack of connectivity resulting in the split 
of L2 customer network 14A. Considering that PE device 
16B was the determined “rootbridge' for L2 customer net 
work 14A, all traffic between L2 customer networks 14 was 
switched by PE device 16B prior to the connectivity fault, 
meaning that PE device 20B associated the port connecting 
link 22B with CE device 20B with all of the L2 addresses of 
customer network 14A. Likewise, PE device 16C also asso 
ciated PW 18B with all of the L2 addresses of customer 
network 14A prior to the connectivity fault. After the connec 
tivity fault, at least Some of these associations are incorrect 
considering that those end-user devices located in L2 cus 
tomer network 14A are no longer sending traffic via CE 
device 20B but via CE device 20A. 
To overcome this issue, PE device 16A, upon receiving the 

topology change message, may generate what is referred to as 
a “LDPMAC withdrawal message' that instructs PE devices 
16B and PE device 16C to clear their L2 learning tables in 
their entirety. PE device 16A may also clear its L2 learning 
table in its entirety. Yet, clearing this table in its entirety is 
inefficient in that only a portion of the L2 learning table is 
incorrect, i.e., the portion associated with PE device 16B. The 
MAC flush message noted above provides a field for identi 
fying portions of the L2 learning table that should be cleared. 
In some cases, this field may store a statically defined device 
address or other identifier that an administrator, network 
operator or other user manually configures so as to facilitate 
a more targeted MAC flush. However, manually configuring 
this value presents the possibility of miss-configuration due 
to human error that can result in significant network issues 
should the wrong device be configured for the more target 
MAC flush. In fact, user error in configuring the device iden 
tifier to facilitate the more targeted MAC flush may cause 
VPLS connecting L2 customer networks 14 to fail. 

In accordance with the techniques described in this disclo 
sure, PE device 16A dynamically learns that PE device 16B 
provides the access to VPLS provided by service provider 
network 12 that logically connects L2 customer networks 14. 
PE device 16A learns this dynamically (or without human 
intervention that is prone to user error) that PE device 16B 
provides the access to VPLS via STP in the example above in 
that PE device 16B is elected as the so-called “rootbridge' for 
this STP domain. PE device 16A, upon not being elected as 
the rootbridge, stores data indicating that PE device 16B is 
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the root bridge. After detecting the connectivity fault, PE 
device 16A transmits a MAC flush message 17A to PE device 
16C via PW 18C that identifies the previous rootbridge, i.e., 
PE device 16B in this example, and indicates that any L2 
address learning information associated with the identified 
previous rootbridge needs to be cleared. 

In other words, PE device 16A utilizes a loop-prevention 
control protocol, such as STP, to determine the rootbridge for 
a multi-homed L2 customer network 14A, which in this 
example PE device 16A determines that PE device 16B is the 
so-called current root bridge. PE devices 16A then stores a 
unique identifier associated with the determined rootbridge, 
which again is a unique identifier identifying PE device 16B 
in this example. PE device 16Athen, in response to detecting 
a connectivity fault that results in a split of L2 customer 
network 14A into two sub networks 14A and 14A", leverages 
this root bridge information learned via a loop-prevention 
control protocol, to form the above described targeted MAC 
flush message in accordance with a different control protocol 
that provides the form of L2 connectivity for spanning service 
provider network 12 and interconnecting L2 customer net 
works 14A and 14B. This different control protocol in the 
example of FIGS. 1A and 1B is LDP, which provides the form 
of L2 connectivity referred to as VPLS via PWs 18A-18C. In 
this respect, the techniques leverages information learned 
from execution of a loop-prevention protocol to derive the 
dual- or multi-homed peer PE ID, i.e., the unique identifier 
identifying peer PE device 16B. The techniques then enable 
PE device 16A to utilize this derived multi-homed peer PEID 
to form a targeted MAC flush message in response to detect 
ing an internal connectivity fault (which may refer to a con 
nectivity fault internal to any given CFM domain). 
PE device 16B becomes what can be referred to as the 

“previous rootbridge' because the STP domain splits when 
the connectivity fault. The STP domain splits such that PE 
device 16A couples to PE device 16B via a service provider 
facing PW, which was not included within the STP domain 
encompassing L2 customer network 14 and the customer 
facing portion of PE devices 16A, 16B. Consequently, the 
STP domain is split into two sub-domains that mirror the split 
in L2 customer networks 14 into L2 customer networks 14A 
and L2 customer network 14A". In the STP domain that 
encompasses L2 customer network 14A and the customer 
facing portion of PE device 16A, the customer-facing portion 
of PE device 16A is elected as the rootbridge rendering PE 
device 16B as the so-called “previous rootbridge.” PE device 
16B remains the rootbridge for the second STP Sub-domain 
that encompasses L2 customer network 14A" and the cus 
tomer-facing portion of PE device 16B. PE device 16A stores 
this previous rootbridge data so that it can communicate this 
information in MAC flush messages 17A, 17B it sends to PE 
device 16C and PE device 16B. 

In this manner, rather than rely on a manually configured 
device identifier that is prone to human error, the techniques 
may enable dynamic configuration of this device identifier. 
Dynamic configuration of this identifier may greatly reduce 
the chance for error introduced by manual configuration, 
which may improve network operation as well as reduce 
administrative burdens. In a sense, this dynamic configura 
tion of the identifier to facilitate the more targeted form of 
MAC flush allows for an enhanced form of L2 address learn 
ing in that it automates the relearning of L2 address-port/L2 
address-PW associations necessary after a connectivity fail 
ure or other network fault in certain instances, such as the 
multi-homed instance. 

FIG.2 is a block diagram illustrating provideredge devices 
16A and 16B of FIGS 1A and 1B in more detail. As described 
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above, PE devices 16A, 16B represent L3 routers that provide 
access to a form of L2 connectivity referred to as VPLS. 
While described with respect to such L3 devices, the tech 
niques may be implemented by any type of device at any layer 
in the OSI model that is capable of providing access to any 
form of L2 connectivity, such as that provided by VPLS or 
PBB service. 
As shown in the example of FIG. 2, PE devices 16A, 16B 

each respectively include a control unit 30A, 30B (“control 
units 30'). Control units 30 may each represent one or more 
processors (not shown in FIG. 2) that execute software 
instructions, such as those used to define a software or com 
puter program, stored to a computer-readable storage 
medium (again, not shown in FIG. 2). Such as a storage device 
(e.g., a disk drive, or an optical drive), or memory (such as 
Flash memory, random access memory or RAM) or any other 
type of Volatile or non-volatile memory, that stores instruc 
tions to cause a programmable processor to perform the tech 
niques described herein. Alternatively, control units 30 may 
each represent dedicated hardware. Such as one or more inte 
grated circuits, one or more Application Specific Integrated 
Circuits (ASICs), one or more Application Specific Special 
Processors (ASSPs), one or more Field Programmable Gate 
Arrays (FPGAs), or any combination of one or more of the 
foregoing examples of dedicated hardware, for performing 
the techniques described herein. 

In L3 routers, control units 30 are commonly each divided 
into separate planes referred to as a "control plane' and a 
“data plane, which are not shown in the example of FIG.2 for 
ease of illustration purposes. The control planes may provide 
the routing functionality of these PE devices 16A, 16B. In this 
respect, the control planes may each represent hardware or a 
combination of hardware and software of control units 30that 
implements routing protocols (not shown in the example FIG. 
2) by which routing information (not shown in the example of 
FIG. 2) may be determined. The routing information may 
include information defining a topology of service provider 
network 12. The control planes may resolve the topology 
defined by the routing information to select or determine one 
or more routes through service provider network 12. The 
control planes may then update their respective data planes 
with these routes, where the data planes each maintains these 
routes as forwarding information (not shown in the example 
of FIG. 2). The forwarding or data planes may each represent 
hardware or a combination of hardware and software of con 
trol units 30 that forwards network traffic in accordance with 
the forwarding information. The techniques are generally 
implemented in the control planes of control units 30 consid 
ering that the techniques involve multiple control plane pro 
tocols, such as CFM, STP, VPLS and LDP. 
PE devices 16A, 16B also each includes interfaces 32A, 

32B that receive and send packet flows or network traffic via 
inbound network links 34A, 34B (“inbound network links 
34) and outbound network links 36A, 36B (“outbound net 
work links 36”), respectively. PE devices 16A, 16B each 
typically includes a chassis (not shown in the example of FIG. 
2) having a number of slots for receiving a set of cards, 
including interface cards that provide interfaces 32A, 32B. 
Each card may be inserted into a corresponding slot of a 
chassis for communicably coupling the card to control units 
30 via a bus, backplane, or other electrical communication 
mechanism. The interface cards are typically coupled to net 
work links 34, 36 via a number of interface ports (not shown), 
and forward and receive packets and control information 
from control units 30 via respective paths (which, for ease of 
illustration purposes, are not explicitly denoted in FIG. 2). 
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Control units 30 each includes a number of different mod 
ules 38A-44A, 38B-44B that may be individually or collec 
tively implemented as Software executing on the one or more 
processors or as dedicated hardware, which in each instance 
is represented as control units 30 in the example of FIG. 2. 
Each of connectivity fault management (CFM) modules 38A, 
38B represents a module that implements CFM in accordance 
with the CFM standard. More information regarding CFM 
can be found in the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers (IEEE) 802.1ag standard, entitled “IEEE Standard 
for Local and Metropolitan Area Networks Virtual Bridged 
Local Area Networks—Amendment 5: Connectivity Fault 
Management,” which is hereby incorporated by reference as 
if fully set forth in this disclosure. Each of spanning tree 
protocol (STP) modules 40A, 40B represents a module that 
implements STP in accordance with STP standard. For more 
information on the STP standard, see IEEE 802.1D, the IEEE 
standard which defines STP, the entire content of which is 
hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth in this 
disclosure. 

Each of VPLS modules 42A, 42B represents modules that 
implement VPLS so as to provide access to emulated L2 
connectivity spanning service provider network 12. Each of 
VPLS modules 42A, 42B includes respective label distribu 
tion protocol (LDP) modules 44A, 44B. VPLS may generally 
be provided using either LDP or another routing protocol 
referred to as a border gateway protocol (BGP). While 
described in this disclosure with respect to LDP, the tech 
niques should not be limited to this exemplary implementa 
tion but may be performed with respect to VPLS implemented 
using BGP. More information regarding VPLS implemented 
using LDP can be found in Request for Comments (RFC) 
4762, titled “Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) Using 
Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) Signaling, and dated 
January 2007, which is hereby incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth herein in its entirety. More information regard 
ing VPLS implemented using BGP can be found in RFC 
4761, titled “Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) Using BGP 
for Auto-Discovery and Signaling, and dated January 2007, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein in its entirety. Each of LDP modules 44A, 44B repre 
sents a module that implements LDP, as described in RFC 
5036, titled “LDP specification,” and dated October 2007, 
which is hereby incorporated by references as if set forth in its 
entirety herein. LDP modules 44A, 44B may each be adapted 
in the manner defined in the above incorporated RFC 4762 to 
signal and thereby establish or configure PWs 18 for use in 
providing the L2 connectivity across service provider net 
work 12. 

Initially, an administrator, network operator or other user 
interfaces with PE devices 16A, 16B (and 16C, although PE 
device 16C is not shown in the example of FIG. 2 for ease of 
illustration purposes) to configure the various operating 
domains of CFM within CFM modules 38A, 38B. As noted 
above with respect to the example of FIGS. 1A, 1B, PE 
devices 16A, 16B may each include separate instances of 
CFM, one of which may be referred to as customer-facing in 
that this CFM domain interfaces with L2 customer network 
14A and the other of which may be referred to as service 
provider-facing in that this second CFM domain interfaces 
with PE devices 16 of service provider network 12. CFM 
modules 38A, 38B, once configured, implement both of these 
CFM instances. 
The administrator, network operator or other user further 

configures VPLS modules 42A, 42B to provide PWs 18 so as 
to provide the full mesh of L2 connectivity between PE 
devices 16A-16C. After configuring VPLS module sin this 
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manner, LDP modules 44A, 44B may signal PWs 18 so as to 
configure and thereby establish PWs 18 within service pro 
vider network 12. Once defined, PWs 18 may begin carrying 
L2 traffic received from L2 customer networks 14A. 

In accordance with the techniques of this disclosure, STP 
modules 40A, 40B of PE devices 16A, 16B execute the loop 
prevention protocol to cooperatively select one of the devices 
as a “rootbridge' to provide the multi-homed L2 connectivity 
and one of the devices as a “backup root bridge.” In this 
example, STP modules 40A, 40B select PE device 16B as the 
so-called rootbridge for L2 customer network 14A and PE 
device 16A as the backup root bridge. The STP standard 
specifies selection of a rootbridge based on a combination of 
a device-specific unique identifier and a configurable priority 
number assigned to the devices. During this process, the 
combination of the unique identifier and a configurable pri 
ority number for a given device is referred to as a “bridge 
identifier” or “bridge ID' for that device. Typically, the 
device-specific unique identifier is a MAC address assigned 
to the one of the interfaces connecting PE devices 16A, 16B 
to L2 customer network 14A. The STP standard procedure for 
selecting the rootbridge first looks to the priority number. The 
bridge in the STP domain having the lowest priority number 
is selected as the rootbridge. Only if two or more bridges or 
L2 devices have the same lowest priority number does the 
procedure for selecting the root bridge evaluate the unique 
identifier. Consequently, the administrator may configure pri 
ority aspect of the bridge ID for PE device 16B as the lowest 
priority within this STP domain, e.g., 2, and for PE device 
16A as any number higher than the lowest priority within this 
STP domain, e.g., 3, but lower than every other priority aspect 
of the bridge IDs of other L2 devices participating in the STP 
domain, e.g., 4, so as to configure PE device 16A as the root 
bridge and PE device 16B as the back-up root bridge. This 
configuration is provided so that PE device 16A may act as the 
root bridge for L2 sub-customer network 14A should L2 
customer network 14 split into the two sub-networks 14A and 
14" as shown in the example of FIG. 1B. In the example of 
FIG. 2, this priority aspect of the bridge ID is shown as 
priorities 41A, 41B within respective STP modules 40A, 
40B. 

After being configured in this manner, STP modules 40A, 
40B execute initially to determine a topology of L2 customer 
network 14A, including the customer-facing portion of PE 
devices 16A that implements STP module 40A for the benefit 
of customer network 14A. In determining this topology, STP 
modules of each of the bridges or other L2 network devices 
that participate in this STP domain exchange STP topology 
messages, i.e., the BPDUs referred to above, that provide 
information with regard to the topology as well as the bridge 
ID of the bridge sending this information. From this informa 
tion, each of the STP modules may construct the topology. 
STP module 40A then determines a rootbridge for this STP 
domain using the bridge IDs specified in the BPDUs, which in 
this instance is determined to be PE device 16B based on the 
configuration noted above. In this way, STP module 40A 
dynamically learns that PE device 16B couples the L2 cus 
tomer network 14A to L2 customer network 14B via VPLS 
provided by service provider network 12. After determining 
that PE device 16A is not the rootbridge, STP module 40A 
resolves the topology, which results in STP module 40A 
logically blocking one of interfaces 32A by which PE device 
16A couples to CE device 20A of L2 customer network 14A 
so as to prevent loop 24. STP module 40A, after determining 
that PE device 16B is the rootbridge, STP module 40A stores 
this root bridge-ID (RB-ID) as RB-ID 46 for later use in 
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signaling those portions of the learning information that need 
to be cleared or flushed in the event of a network fault. 

After resolving the topology and preventing any loops, 
such as loop 24, PE devices 16A, 16B then receive L2 traffic 
from L2 customer network 14, performing L2 learning as 
described above to update data defining L2 learning tables 
48A, 48B, respectively. Again, VPLS modules 42A, 42B may 
learn both associations between source MAC addresses 
specified in the received L2 traffic and interfaces 32A (which 
may each represent a so-called port) and associations 
between source MAC addresses and PWs 18 or, more spe 
cifically, attachment circuits (ACs) that provide respective 
interfaces to PW's 18. In this sense, the ACs may represent 
virtual interfaces or ports to the virtual links referred to as 
PWS 18. 
CFM modules 38A, 38B also execute CFM as defined in 

the above incorporated reference to detect connectivity faults. 
Detecting connectivity faults in accordance with CFM 
involves periodically sending continuity check messages 
(CCMs), and failure to receive a CCM from an adjacent 
device within a set amount of time triggers detection of a 
connectivity fault. The CFM module of the network device 
that detects this connectivity fault informs its instance of STP. 
which signals this fault to all other L2 devices that participate 
in this STP domain as a change in the network. STP provides 
for a topology change notification (TCN) message to 
announce changes in the network topology and STP module 
40A receives a TCN message from the device that detected 
the connectivity fault signaling the connectivity fault. STP 
module 40A updates its topology, effectively determining 
that L2 customer network 14A has been split into two L2 
customer network 14A and 14A". In this way, STP module 
40A detects a change in L2 customer network 14A that splits 
this network 14A into L2 computer sub-network 14A and L2 
computer sub-network 14A". 

Considering that PE device 16A was configured as the 
backup rootbridge, STP module 40A selects PE device 16A 
as the rootbridge for L2 sub-customer network 14A. That is, 
PE device 16A has the lowest priority in the new STP domain 
covering L2 sub-customer network 14A as PE device 16B is 
no longer participating in this new STP sub-domain. STP 
module 40A resolves this topology using PE device 16A as 
the root bridge so as to prevent loops. STP module 40A 
determines that the one of interfaces 32A that was previously 
blocked should be unblocked and logically unblocks this one 
of interfaces 32A so as to provide L2 sub-customer network 
14A access to VPLS provided by service provider network 
12. 
STP module 40B also receives this or a similar TCN mes 

sage form a participate device in the STP domain that resides 
in L2 sub-customer network 14A". STP module 40B updates 
its topology in a manner similar to that described above with 
respect to STP module 40A and arrives at the same determi 
nation as that arrived at by STP module 40A, i.e., that L2 
customer network 14A has split into two different L2 sub 
customer networks 14A, 14A". STP module 40B determines 
that PE device 16B remains as the root bridge for L2 sub 
customer network 14A" and proceeds to resolve the topology 
to prevent loops. STP module 40A also, in response to detect 
ing the change in L2 customer network 14A, interfaces with 
LDP module 44A to instruct LDP module 44A to send an 
enhanced MAC flush message 50 specifying previously 
stored RB-ID 46. LDP module 44A then generates MAC 
flush message 50 to identify previously stored RB-ID 46, 
which in this example identifies PE device 16B by way of the 
unique ID (i.e., MAC address in this example) portion of 
RB-ID 46, and indicates that any L2 address learning infor 
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mation associated with this MAC address needs to be cleared. 
LDP module 44A sends this MAC flush message 50 to VPLS 
module 42B of PE device 16C. 
PE device 16C, which may be substantially similar to PE 

devices 16A, 16B, receives this MAC flush message 50 and 
flushes any associations between MAC addresses and those 
of PW's 18 that couple to the one of interface 32B assigned the 
signaled MAC address. In other words, VPLS module 42C of 
PE device 16C updates its L2 learning table 48C to clear all of 
the associations between PW18B and source MAC addresses 
assigned to end-user devices located within L2 customer 
network 14A, as some of these associations are no longer 
valid considering that some of these associations identify 
MAC addresses assigned to end-user devices that reside 
within L2 customer network 14A and that are no longer 
reachable via PE device 16B and PW 18B. VPLS module 42A 
and 42B also perform a similar flushing to that performed by 
VPLS module 42C except for this flushing is triggered in 
response to the detection of the change in network topology 
rather than a specific MAC flush message. 

Thus, rather than send a general MAC flush message or 
manually configure RB-ID 46 identifying PE device 16B 
within PE device 16A, the techniques described in this dis 
closure may enable automatic determination of this RB-ID 
46. As networks change and evolve, it is common for con 
figuration information Such as this to not be properly updated 
especially given personnel changes in administrative staff. As 
a result, changes to the STP domain and particularly the 
priorities assigned to various network devices that participate 
in the STP domain may be altered while the corresponding 
manual configuration of the RB-ID may not be changed to 
reflect the various reassignments of priorities. This can result 
in a number of issues that prevent proper network operations. 
By automating this aspect of the configuration, the techniques 
avoid configuration inconsistencies that may result in these 
issues that prevent proper network operation. 

After sending MAC flush message 50 and potentially clear 
ing its L2 learning table 48A to remove any associations 
between RB-ID 46 and PW 18A, interfaces 32A of PE device 
16A may receive traffic originating from L2 customer net 
work 14A, L2 customer network 14" and L2 customer net 
work 14B via link 22A, PW 18A and PW 18C respectively. 
VPLS module 42A may then perform L2 learning in the 
manner described above to associate various source MAC 
addresses with the one of interfaces 32A coupled to link 22A 
and the ACs for PWs 18A, 18C. PE device 16A continues to 
operate in this manner until the connectivity fault is resolved, 
whereupon L2 sub-customer networks 14A and 14A" return 
to its merged or whole state, i.e., L2 customer network 14A in 
the example described above. 
The techniques described above also apply in this instance 

where the connectivity fault is resolved. STP module 40A, 
after interfacing with LDP module 44A to issue targeted 
MAC flush message 50 that specifies the previously selected 
rootbridge by way of RB-ID 46, updates RB-ID 46 to store 
the bridge ID identifying in part the MAC address of one of 
the interfaces of the selected rootbridge, i.e., one of interfaces 
32A of PE device 16A that couples to link 22A in this 
example. Upon resolving the connectivity fault, STP module 
40A receives a BPDU in the form of a TCN message that 
indicates a change in the topology. STP module 40A selects 
the rootbridge as PE device 16B considering that priority 41B 
has been configured to be lower than priority 41A and, in fact, 
has been configured to be the lowest priority in the STP 
domain. Consequently, STP module 40A interfaces again 
with LDP module 44A to instruct LDP module 44A to gen 
erate another MAC flush message 50 that specifies updated 
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RB-ID 46 specifying in part the MAC address assigned to the 
one of the interfaces associated with link 22A. LDP module 
44A sends this targeted MAC flush message 50 to other VPLS 
PE devices 16B, 16C, which causes them to clear all associa 
tions between PWs 18A and 18C by which PE devices 16B, 
16C connect to PE device 16A. 

Again, rather than send a general MAC flush message or 
manually configure RB-ID 46 identifying PE device 16B 
within PE device 16A, the techniques described in this dis 
closure may enable automatic determination of this RB-ID 
46. As networks change and evolve, it is common for con 
figuration information Such as this to not be properly updated 
especially given personnel changes in administrative staff. As 
a result, changes to the STP domain and particularly the 
priorities assigned to various network devices that participate 
in the STP domain may be altered while the corresponding 
manual configuration of the RB-ID may not be changed to 
reflect the various reassignments of priorities. This can result 
in a number of issues that prevent proper network operations. 
Again, by automating this aspect of the configuration, the 
techniques avoid configuration inconsistencies that may 
result in these issues that prevent proper network operation. 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating example operation of a 
network device, such as PE device 16A of FIG. 2, in perform 
ing various aspects of the techniques described in this disclo 
Sure. Initially, as described above, an administrator, network 
operator or other user configures priority 41A within STP 
module 40 to set PE device 16A within the STP domain as a 
backup rootbridge (60). After the administrator enables PE 
device 16A to operate in this STP domain, STP module 40A 
of PE device 16A begins receiving BPDUs specifying the 
network topology and, in this way, STP module 40A deter 
mines the network topology (62). STP module 40A then 
selects the root bridge in the manner described above (64). 
STP module 40A, upon selecting the rootbridge, then deter 
mines whether the rootbridge ID associated with the selected 
rootbridge is different from that stored by STP module 40A 
(65). Usually, during startup, STP module 40A ignores this 
comparison as it has not previously stored any value to RB-ID 
46, and may determine that it has not stored this value because 
it is set to a null value. On the initial startup, STP module 40A 
is configured to assume that this value is not different (“NO” 
65). STP module 40A then stores the bridge identifier for the 
selected rootbridge, which is shown in the example of FIG. 2 
as RB-ID 46, replacing the null value previously stored as 
RB-ID 46 (66). STP module 40A then resolves the network 
topology from the selected rootbridge to prevent loops (68). 
When resolving the network topology, STP module 40A 

may determine that there are one or more loops, such as loop 
24 shown in the example of FIG. 1A. This loop 24 arises 
because of the multi-homed nature of L2 customer network 
14A. To prevent this loop, STP module 40A determines that 
link 22A needs to be logically blocked (“YES” 70). The 
determination of blocking this link over other links, espe 
cially link 22B, occurs as a result of configuring PE device 
16B to be the rootbridge in this STP domain. Blocking link 
16B prevents L2 customer network 14A from reaching what 
every other L2 device that participates in this STP domain 
considers as its rootbridge. According to STP, this is imper 
missible. Consequently, STP module 40A logically blocks 
the one of interfaces 32A that couples to link 22A, effectively 
blocking link 22A to L2 customer network 14A (72). PE 
device 16A is therefore effectively blocked from receiving 
communications directly from L2 customer network 14A, 
however, PE device 16A may still receive traffic originating 
from L2 customer network 14A via PW18A and traffic origi 
nating from L2 customer network 14B via PW 18C. As a 
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result PE device 16A may still perform L2 learning and store 
data defining L2 learning table 48A. 
At some laterpoint in time, PE device 16A detects a change 

in the topology, as described above (74). This change is 
assumed to split L2 customer network 14A into two L2 sub 
customer networks 14A and 14A". STP module 40A deter 
mines this assumed change upon updating or otherwise deter 
mining the network topology as it exists after the change (62). 
The network topology, after the change, reflects the split in 
that STP module 40A only determines the topology for L2 
customer network 14A" and does not determine the network 
topology for L2 sub-customer network 14A". STP module 
40A again selects the rootbridge (64), only in this instance 
STP module 40A selects the root bridge as PE device 16A 
considering that PE device 16A was previously configured as 
what is referred to herein as the “backup' rootbridge. Com 
paring this current rootbridge to that stored as RB-ID 46 to 
detect whether these are different (65), STP module 40A 
determines that the currently selected RB-ID is different from 
that stored currently as RB-ID 46 (“YES 65). As a result of 
detecting this difference, STP module 40A interfaces with 
LDP module 44A, instructing LDP module 44A to generate a 
targeted MAC flush message with the stored bridge ID, i.e., 
RB-ID 46 in this example. LDP module 44A generates MAC 
flush message 50 with RB-ID 46 and sends this MAC flush 
message to other VPLS PE device 16B, 16C as described 
above (76, 78). 

After instructing LDP module 44A to generate and send 
MAC flush message 50, STP module 40A stores the currently 
selected bridge ID identifying PE device 16A as RB-ID 46, 
replacing the bridge ID identifying PE device 16B previously 
stored as RB-ID 46 (66). STP module 40A then resolves the 
network topology with respect to this current rootbridge, as 
described above (68). When resolving this topology, STP 
module 40A determines whether to block link 22A (70). As a 
result of the topology change, STP module 40A determines 
not to block link 22A and logically unblocks this link 22A 
(“YES 70, 80). After unblocking this link 22A, interfaces 
32A may begin receiving network traffic in the manner 
described above (82). 

Again, as described above, VPLS module 402A then per 
forms L2 learning to maintain or otherwise update L2 learn 
ing table 48A to facilitate proper L2 switching and switches 
the received L2 traffic in accordance with L2 learning table 
48A (84, 86). Switching the L2 traffic may involve VPLS 
module 42A encapsulating the packets with a VLAN tag and 
a PW tag to traverse the PW18C connecting PE device 16 and 
PE device 16C so that the L2 traffic may be forwarded to L2 
customer network 14B. 
STP module 40A may at some later point receive a TCN 

message indicating a network topology change. Until that 
time, PE device 16A continues to act as the rootbridge for L2 
sub-customer network 14A, receive network traffic, perform 
L2 learning and switch the received L2 traffic (“NO” 88, 
82-86). Upon receiving a TCN message indicating that the 
connectivity fault has been resolved, STP module 40A 
updates the topology to reflect the joining of L2 sub-customer 
networks 14A, 14A" to reform L2 customer network 14A, 
determines a rootbridge for L2 customer network 14A and 
determines whether this current rootbridge is different from 
that stored as RB-ID 46 (62-65). 

In this instance, the current root bridge is different from 
that stored as RB-ID 46 (“YES” 65) and STP module 40A 
once again interfaces with LDP module 44A to cause that 
module to generate and send MAC flush message 50 identi 
fying the previous rootbridge, i.e., RB-ID 46 (76, 78). STP 
module 40A then stores the bridge ID of the current root 
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bridge as RB-ID 46, resolves the network topology and as a 
result, logically re-blocks link 22A to prevent loop 24 (66, 68. 
“YES 70, 72). In this manner, PE device 16A may imple 
ment the techniques described in this disclosure to automate, 
as described above, the generation of targeted MAC flush 
messages by leveraging STP and its ability to configure a 
priority to define a rootbridge and a backup root bridge as 
well as its ability to automatically determine the rootbridge in 
any STP domain. 

FIGS. 4A, 4B are block diagram illustrating another exem 
plary network system 90 that implements various aspects of 
the techniques described in this disclosure. As shown in the 
example of FIG. 4A, network system 90 includes a provider 
backbone bridging (PBB) network 92 (“PBB network 92) 
provides a PBB service. Again, more information regarding 
PBB can be found in the above incorporated IEEE P802.1ah 
2008, titled “Standard for Local and Metropolitan Area Net 
works Virtual Bridged Local Area Networks—Amend 
ment 6: Provider Backbone Bridges.” Regardless, PBB 
involves implementing a form of VLAN similar to that 
described above that is referred to as a backbone-VLAN or 
B-VLAN. PBB network 92 may support one or more Ethernet 
line (“E-line') services, such as a dedicated E-Line service, 
an Ethernet LAN (E-LAN) service, and an Ethernet tree 
(E-tree) service, for consumption by Provider Backbone (PB) 
networks 94A,94B, also included within network system 90. 
PBB network 90 includes a number of backbone edge bridg 
ing (BEB) devices 96A-96D that couple to provider bridge 
(PB) devices 94A-94D, which are included in PB networks 
94A,94B, respectively and couple to BEB devices 96A-96D 
via links 99A-99D. PBB network 92 generally provides pro 
tected service-tagged or S-tagged interfaces to PB networks 
94A,94B. 
As shown in the example of FIG. 4A, PB networks 94A, 

94B may be considered “multi-homed” in that both of PB 
networks 94A,94B include respective PB devices 98A, 98B 
and 98C,98D that couple to BEB devices 96A,96B and 96C, 
96D via links 99A, 99B and 99C, 99D. BEB devices 96A 
96D are also configured to interconnect with one another in a 
full-mesh configuration which is shown by dashed lines in the 
example of FIG. 1A. Similar to network system 10 shown in 
the example of FIG. 1A where multi-homed customer net 
work 14A introduces loop 24, these multi-homed networks 
generally introduce loops 100A, 100B. 

To prevent these loops, BEB devices 96A-96D and PB 
devices 98A-98D, as well as, all of the other participating L2 
bridges implement a protocol similar to STP to prevent loops 
100A, 100B. This protocol similar to STP is referred to as 
multiple spanning tree protocol (MSTP). More information 
concerning MSTP can be found in IEEE 802.1Q-2003, which 
is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth in this 
disclosure. MSTP is a form of STP that is optimized for 
execution in instances where multiple VLANs execute over 
the same network, which is the case when providing PBB 
services. 

In accordance with the techniques described in this disclo 
sure, BEB device 96A may implement MSTP to learn of a 
connectivity fault that splits PB network 94A into at least two 
PB sub-networks, which are shown in the example of FIG. 4B 
as PB network 94A and 94A". MSTP then functions in a 
manner substantially similar to STP described above only 
with respect to a different signaling protocol referred to as a 
Multiple I-SID Registration Protocol (MIRP). MIRP pro 
vides for a MAC flush message that can be, like the MAC 
flush message in LDP, general in scope or targeted. Conse 
quently, the techniques described above may be applied in 
this context to facilitate transmission of a targeted MIRP 
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MAC flush message that specifies the previously stored RB 
ID, as stored by PE device 96A. More information regarding 
MIRP can be found in draft IEEE 802.1Qbe standard, titled 
“Multiple I-SID Registration Protocol,” which is hereby 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth in its entirety. 

Receipt of these MIRP MAC flush message causes BEB 
devices 96B-96D to clear any L2 learning information asso 
ciated with the identified root bridge identifier. In PBB net 
work 92, L2 learning information associates customer-MAC 
(C-MAC) entries with I-SIDs, where I-SIDs are associated 
with virtual LAN (VLAN) IDs used for providing the PBB 
service. BEB devices 96B-96D may use this signaled previ 
ous rootbridge identifier to only flush or clear those C-MAC 
entries associated with BEB device 96B. Once these entries 
are cleared, BEB devices 96B-96D may then relearn the L2 
learning information given the new topology shown in the 
example of FIG. 4A. Again, at Some point the connectivity 
fault may be corrected, resulting in a transmission of the 
MIRPMAC flush message only this MIRP MAC flush mes 
sage specifies BEB device 96A as the device from which to 
base the flushing of C-MAC entries. 

While the techniques of this disclosure have been 
described above with respect to a certain type of multi-homed 
network, i.e., one that includes two or more PB devices that 
connects to two or more BEB devices via different links, 
multi-homed networks may also include one in which only a 
single PB device couples to two or more BEB devices via two 
separate links. The techniques may also be implemented in 
this instance to facilitate targeted flushing of L2 learning 
information and the techniques should not be limited to the 
example provided by way of FIGS. 4A, 4B. 
The techniques described in this disclosure may also be 

extended to other contexts, such as protected E-line service in 
a PBB network. In this context, when an E-line service is 
provisioned between two dual-homed customer sites over a 
PBB network, similar to that shown in FIGS. 4A, 4B, the 
point-to-point E-line service is typically provisioned to use a 
single Backbone VLAN (B-VLAN or BVLAN) spanning 
across all of the PE devices, which in this context may be refer 
to BEB devices similar to BEB devices 96. In this case, the 
BEB devices use a virtual source MAC address to send the 
traffic over the PBB network via the BVLAN, where this 
virtual source MAC address represents a MAC address asso 
ciated with the E-line service. Considering that all of the BEB 
devices participate in the same BVLAN, these BEB devices 
may learn of the virtual MAC address of the local peer and 
wrongly construe it as a remote peer, where BEB devices 96C 
and 96D are local peers to one another and BEB devices 96A 
and 96B are local peers to one another and BEB devices 96C, 
96D are remote peers to BEB devices 96A,96B. In the event 
of this learning issue, the BEB devices that misconstrued the 
local peer as the remote peer will wrongly send the E-line 
service traffic to the local peer using the virtual MAC address, 
effectively causing the traffic to be redirected back to the 
same PB network. 
To illustrate, consider that BEB devices 96B and 96D are 

configured as the rootbridge devices for their respective PB 
networks 94A,94B as shown in the example of FIG.4A. BEB 
device 96B may receive traffic that is to be sent over the 
point-to-point E-line service to PB network 94B but not ini 
tially know to which of its remote peers, i.e., BEB devices 
96C, 96D, to send this E-line service traffic. In this instance, 
BEB device 96B forwards the E-line Service traffic to each of 
BEB devices 96A, 96C and 96D via the BVLAN using the 
virtual MAC address associated with the E-line service as the 
source address for this E-line service traffic. BEB device 96.D 
may respond to this traffic at Some later point or transmit 
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different traffic Such that BEB device 96B learns that BEB 
device 96D is the proper remote peer to which the E-line 
service has been provisioned. 

However, BEB device 96A receives this initial traffic sent 
by BEB device 96B and may associate this traffic with the 
E-line service wrongly construing BEB device 96B as a 
remote peer, i.e., as one of BEB devices 96C and 96D in this 
example, when in fact BEB device 96B is a local peer. This 
misconstruction can result in BEB device 96A in sending 
traffic to its local peer BEB device 96B under the incorrect 
assumption that BEB device 96B is a remote peer coupled to 
PB network 94B. The techniques may overcome this issue by 
enabling the BEB devices to maintain the peer-ID derived 
from the previous root bridge ID so as to identify the local 
BEB devices. Using this previous root bridge information 
enabled by the techniques described in this disclosure, the 
BEB devices may ignore the virtual MAC address learned 
from their local peers. In the example above, BEB device 96A 
may ignore the virtual MAC address learned from local peer 
BEB device 96B. In this respect, the techniques may facilitate 
proper learning of virtual MAC addresses in the point-to 
point E-line service context so as to potentially prevent direct 
ing traffic to a misconstrued remote peer, which may result in 
traffic being dropped by BEB device 96B. 

Commonly, BEB device 96A may receive this traffic dur 
ing a connectivity fault that results in BEB device 96A 
becoming a root bridge for PB network 94A". BEB device 
96A would, absent the techniques described in this disclo 
sure, attempt to send traffic destined to PB network 94B to 
BEB device 96 Busing the virtual MAC address learned from 
the initial transmission of traffic sent by BEB device 96B. 
BEB device 96B would drop this traffic, which would effec 
tively prevent BEB device 96A from being able to send traffic 
to PB network 94B. Instead, in accordance with the tech 
niques described in this disclosure, BEB device 96A ignores 
this initial virtual MAC address broadcast by its local peeras 
determined based on the previous rootbridge information and 
only learns the virtual MAC address associated with BEB 
device 96D. In this way, the techniques may facilitate proper 
learning of virtual MAC addresses in the point-to-point E-line 
service context So as to potentially prevent directing traffic to 
a misconstrued remote peer, which may result in traffic being 
dropped by BEB device 96B. 

Various embodiments of the invention have been 
described. These and other embodiments are within the scope 
of the following claims. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
executing a loop-prevention protocol on a first one of a 

plurality of network devices that provide multi-homed 
layer two (L2) connectivity between an L2 customer 
network and an intermediate network, wherein each of 
the plurality of network devices is coupled to the L2 
customer network by a different one of a plurality of 
links, and wherein the loop-prevention protocol deter 
mines a bridge identifier for each of the plurality of 
network devices; 

in accordance with the bridge identifiers, selecting with the 
loop-prevention protocola second one of the plurality of 
network devices as a current rootbridge to forward L2 
communications between the L2 customer network and 
the intermediate network without forwarding the L2 
communications with other ones of the plurality of net 
work devices; 

detecting, with the first one of the plurality of network 
devices, a topology change that splits the L2 customer 
network into a plurality of L2 sub-networks; and 
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in response to detecting the topology change, outputting a 

message from the first one of the plurality of network 
devices to direct the remaining ones of the plurality of 
network devices to clear L2 address information learned 
when forwarding the L2 communications, wherein the 
first one of the plurality of network devices formulates 
the message to include the bridge identifier determined 
by the loop-prevention protocol as the current root 
bridge prior to detecting the topology change to direct 
the remaining ones of the plurality of network devices to 
clear only L2 addresses learned from the bridge identi 
fier determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the 
current rootbridge. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
configuring the first one of the plurality of network devices 

to be a backup root bridge to the second one of the 
plurality of network devices with respect to the loop 
prevention protocol, 

wherein detecting the topology change that splits the L2 
customer network comprises detecting a topology 
change that splits the L2 customer network into a first L2 
sub-network network to which the first one of the plu 
rality of network devices couples via a first one of the 
plurality of links and a second L2 sub-network to which 
the second one of the plurality of network devices 
couples via a second one of the plurality of links; and 

after detecting the topology change, selecting with the 
loop-prevention protocol executed by the first one of the 
plurality of network devices the first one of the plurality 
of network devices as the current rootbridge given that 
the second one of the plurality of network devices no 
longer participates in the loop-prevention protocol due 
to the topology change. 

3. The method of claim 1, 
wherein the loop-prevention protocol comprises a span 

ning tree protocol (STP) or a multiple spanning tree 
protocol (MSTP), 

wherein selecting with the loop-prevention protocol the 
second one of the plurality of network devices as the 
current rootbridge includes determining that the second 
one of the plurality of network devices is the current root 
bridge for the STP domain or the MSTP domain execut 
ing within the customer network, 

wherein the method further comprises, after selecting the 
second one of the plurality of network devices as the 
current rootbridge, storing the bridge identifier associ 
ated with the second one of the plurality of network 
devices as a rootbridge identifier, and 

wherein outputting the message from the first one of the 
plurality of network devices comprises outputting a 
MAC flush message to direct the remaining ones of the 
plurality of network devices to clear their respective L2 
address information learned when forwarding the L2 
communications, wherein the first one of the plurality of 
network devices formulates the MAC flush message to 
include the stored rootbridge identifier. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising generating 
the MAC flush message in accordance with a label distribu 
tion protocol (LDP) or a Multiple I-SID Registration Protocol 
(MIRP). 

5. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 
after detecting the topology change, executing the STP or 
MSTP to select the first one of the plurality of network 
devices as the current rootbridge for the STP domain or 
the MSTP domain executing within one of the plurality 
of sub-networks to which the first one of the plurality of 
network devices connects via one of the plurality of links 
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but to which the second one of the plurality of network 
devices does not connect via one of the plurality of links 
given that the second one of the plurality of network 
devices is no longer included within the STP domain or 
the MSTP domain executing within the one of the plu 
rality of sub-networks to which the first one of the plu 
rality of network devices connects via one of the plural 
ity of links; 

determining whether the current rootbridge identifier is the 
same as the previously stored rootbridge identifier, 

wherein outputting the message comprises, in response to 
determination that the current root bridge identifier is 
not the same as the previously stored rootbridge identi 
fier, outputting the message from the first one of the 
plurality of network devices to direct the remaining ones 
of the plurality of network devices to clear their respec 
tive L2 address information learned when forwarding 
the L2 communications. 

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 
detecting a second topology change in the L2 customer 

network that rejoins the plurality of sub-networks to 
reform the L2 customer network; 

executing the STP or the MSTP to once again select the 
second one of the plurality of network devices as the 
current root bridge for the STP domain or the MSTP 
domain executing in the L2 customer network; and 

outputting from the first one of the plurality network 
devices another message to direct the remaining ones of 
the plurality of network devices to clear their respective 
L2 address information learned when forwarding the L2 
communications after detecting the topology change, 
wherein the first one of the plurality of network devices 
formulates this other message to include the bridge iden 
tifier determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the 
current rootbridge prior to detecting the other topology 
change to direct the remaining ones of the plurality of 
network devices to clear only L2 addresses learned from 
the bridge identifier determined by the loop-prevention 
protocol as the current rootbridge prior to the topology 
change that rejoins the plurality of Sub-networks but 
after the topology change that split the L2 customer 
network into the plurality of networks. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
blocking, with the first one of the plurality of network 

devices, one of the plurality of links by which the first 
one of the plurality of network devices couples to the L2 
customer network; and 

in response to detecting the topology change, unblocking 
the one of the plurality of links by which the first one of 
the plurality of network devices couples to the L2 cus 
tomer network so as to enable one of the plurality of 
sub-networks to which the first one of the plurality of 
network devices couples via the one of the plurality of 
links to access the intermediate network. 

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 
after enabling the first L2 computer Sub-network to access 

the intermediate computer device, receiving L2 packets 
from end-user device located in the one of the plurality 
of sub-networks to which the first one of the plurality of 
network devices connects via the one of the plurality of 
links; 

encapsulating the L2 packets so that the packets are 
capable of being transmitted via the intermediate net 
work; and 

forwarding at least one of the encapsulated L2 packets to 
another L2 computer network via the intermediate net 
work. 
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9. The method of claim 8, 
wherein encapsulating the L2 packets comprises encapsu 

lating the L2 packets so that the packets are capable of 
being transmitted via a L2 connectivity provided in 
accordance with either one of a virtual private local area 
network (LAN) service (VPLS) or a provider backbone 
bridging (PBB) service. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the intermediate net 
work emulates a form of L2 connectivity provided in accor 
dance with one of a virtual private local area network (LAN) 
service (VPLS) and a provider backbone bridging (PBB) 
service. 

11. The method of claim 1, 
wherein the first one of the plurality of network devices and 

the second one of the plurality of network devices each 
comprises a provider edge device, and 

wherein the intermediate network comprises a service pro 
vider network. 

12. The method of claim 1, 
wherein the first one of the plurality of network devices and 

the second one of the plurality of network devices each 
comprises a provider backbone bridging device, and 

wherein the intermediate network comprises a provider 
backbone bridging network. 

13. A first network device of a plurality of network devices 
that provides multi-homed layer two (L2) connectivity 
between an L2 customer network and an intermediate net 
work, the first network device comprising: 

a control unit that executes a loop-prevention protocol, 
wherein each of the plurality of network devices is 
coupled to the L2 customer network by a different one of 
a plurality of links, and wherein the loop-prevention 
protocol determines a bridge identifier for each of the 
plurality of network devices, 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol selects, in accor 
dance with the bridge identifiers, a second network 
device of the plurality of network devices as a current 
rootbridge to forward L2 communications between the 
L2 customer network and the intermediate network 
without forwarding the L2 communications with other 
ones of the plurality of network devices and detects a 
topology change that splits the L2 customer network 
into a plurality of L2 sub-networks; and 

at least one interface that, in response to detecting the 
topology change, outputs a message to direct the remain 
ing ones of the plurality of network devices to clear L2 
address information learned when forwarding the L2 
communications, wherein the message includes the 
bridge identifier determined by the loop-prevention pro 
tocol as the current root bridge prior to detecting the 
topology change to direct the remaining ones of the 
plurality of network devices to clear only L2 addresses 
learned from the bridge identifier determined by the 
loop-prevention protocol as the current rootbridge. 

14. The first network device of claim 13, wherein the con 
trol unit receives data configuring the loop-prevention proto 
col such that the first network device is configured to be a 
backup rootbridge to the second network device with respect 
to the loop-prevention protocol, 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol detects a topology 
change that splits the L2 customer network into a first L2 
sub-network network to which the first one of the plu 
rality of network devices couples via a first one of the 
plurality of links and a second L2 sub-network to which 
the second one of the plurality of network devices 
couples via a second one of the plurality of links and, 
after detecting the topology change, selects the first net 
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work device as the current root bridge given that the 
second network device no longer participates in the 
loop-prevention protocol due to the topology change. 

15. The first network device of claim 13, 
wherein the loop-prevention protocol comprises a span 

ning tree protocol (STP) or a multiple spanning tree 
protocol (MSTP), 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines that the 
second network device is the current rootbridge for the 
STP domain or the MSTP domain executing within the 
customer network and, after selecting the second net 
work device as the current rootbridge, storing the bridge 
identifier associated with the second network device as a 
rootbridge identifier, and 

wherein the at least one interface outputs a MAC flush 
message to direct the remaining ones of the plurality of 
network devices to clear their respective L2 address 
information learned when forwarding the L2 communi 
cations, wherein the control unit formulates the MAC 
flush message to include the stored rootbridge identifier. 

16. The first network device of claim 15, wherein the con 
trol unit generates the MAC flush message in accordance with 
a label distribution protocol (LDP) or a Multiple I-SID Reg 
istration Protocol (MIRP). 

17. The first network device of claim 15, 
wherein the control unit, after detecting the topology 

change, executes the loop-prevention protocol to select 
the first network device as the current rootbridge for the 
STP domain or the MSTP domain executing within one 
of the plurality of sub-networks to which the first net 
work device connects via one of the plurality of links but 
to which the second network device does not connect via 
one of the plurality of links given that the second net 
work device is no longer included within the STP 
domain or the MSTP domain executing within the one of 
the plurality of sub-networks to which the first device 
connects via one of the plurality of links; 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines whether 
the current rootbridge identifier is the same as the pre 
viously stored rootbridge identifier, 

wherein the at least one interface, in response to determi 
nation that the current root bridge identifier is not the 
same as the previously stored rootbridge identifier, out 
puts the message to direct the remaining ones of the 
plurality of network devices to clear their respective L2 
address information learned when forwarding the L2 
communications. 

18. The first network device of claim 15, 
wherein the loop-prevention protocol detects a second 

topology change in the L2 customer network that rejoins 
the plurality of sub-networks to reform the L2 customer 
network and once again selects the second network 
device as the current rootbridge for the STP domain or 
the MSTP domain executing in the L2 customer net 
work; and 

the at least one interface outputs another message to direct 
the remaining ones of the plurality of network devices to 
clear their respective L2 address information learned 
when forwarding the L2 communications after detecting 
the topology change, wherein the control unit formu 
lates this other message to include the bridge identifier 
determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the cur 
rent root bridge prior to detecting the other topology 
change to direct the remaining ones of the plurality of 
network devices to clear only L2 addresses learned from 
the bridge identifier determined by the loop-prevention 
protocol as the current rootbridge prior to the topology 
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change that rejoins the plurality of Sub-networks but 
after the topology change that split the L2 customer 
network into the plurality of networks. 

19. The first network device of claim 13, wherein the con 
trol unit blocks one of the plurality of links by which the first 
one of the plurality of network devices couples to the L2 
customer network and, in response to detecting the topology 
change, unblocks the one of the plurality of links by which the 
first network device couples to the L2 customer network so as 
to enable one of the plurality of sub-networks to which the 
first network device couples via the one of the plurality of 
links to access the intermediate network. 

20. The first network device of claim 19, 
wherein the at least one interface, after enabling the first L2 

computer Sub-network to access the intermediate com 
puter device, receives L2 packets from end-user device 
located in the one of the plurality of sub-networks to 
which the first network device connects via the one of 
the plurality of links, 

wherein the control unit executes a module that encapsu 
lates the L2 packets so that the packets are capable of 
being transmitted via the intermediate network, and 

wherein the at least one interface further forwards the 
encapsulated L2 packets to another L2 computer net 
work via the intermediate network. 

21. The first network device of claim 20, wherein the mod 
ule that encapsulates the L2 packets comprises a virtual pri 
vate local area network service module or a provider back 
bone bridging service module that encapsulates the L2 
packets so that the packets are capable of being transmitted 
via a L2 connectivity provided in accordance with either one 
of a virtual private local area network (LAN) service (VPLS) 
or a provider backbone bridging (PBB) service, respectively. 

22. The first network device of claim 13, wherein the inter 
mediate network emulates a form of L2 connectivity provided 
in accordance with one of a virtual private local area network 
(LAN) service (VPLS) and a provider backbone bridging 
(PBB) service. 

23. The first network device of claim 13, 
wherein the first network device and the second network 

device each comprises a provider edge device, and 
wherein the intermediate network comprises a service pro 

vider network. 
24. The first network device of claim 13, 
wherein the first network device and the second network 

device each comprises a provider backbone bridging 
device, and 

wherein the intermediate network comprises a provider 
backbone bridging network. 

25. A non-transitory computer-readable medium compris 
ing instructions that, when executed, cause one or more pro 
CeSSOrS to: 

execute a loop-prevention protocol on a first one of a plu 
rality of network devices that provide multi-homed layer 
two (L2) connectivity between an L2 customer network 
and an intermediate network, wherein each of the plu 
rality of network devices is coupled to the L2 customer 
network by a different one of a plurality of links, and 
wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a 
bridge identifier for each of the plurality of network 
devices; 

in accordance with the bridge identifiers, select with the 
loop-prevention protocola second one of the plurality of 
network devices as a current rootbridge to forward L2 
communications between the L2 customer network and 
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the intermediate network without forwarding the L2 
communications with other ones of the plurality of net 
work devices; 

detect, with the first one of the plurality of network devices, 
a topology change that splits the L2 customer network 
into a plurality of L2 sub-networks; and 

in response to detecting the topology change, output a 
message from the first one of the plurality of network 
devices to direct the remaining ones of the plurality of 
network devices to clear L2 address information learned 
when forwarding the L2 communications, wherein the 
first one of the plurality of network devices formulates 
the message to include the bridge identifier determined 
by the loop-prevention protocol as the current root 
bridge prior to detecting the topology change to direct 
the remaining ones of the plurality of network devices to 
clear only L2 addresses learned from the bridge identi 
fier determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the 
current rootbridge. 

26. A network system comprising: 
a first L2 customer network that includes first and second 

customer edge (CE) devices; 
a second L2 customer network that includes a third cus 
tomer edge (CE) device; and 

a service provider network positioned intermediate to the 
first L2 customer network and the second L2 customer 
network and provides layer two (L2) connectivity in the 
form of a virtual private local area network (LAN) ser 
vice (VPLS) between the first L2 customer network and 
the second L2 customer network to transparently, from 
the perspective of the first L2 customer network and the 
second L2 customer network, connect the first and sec 
ond L2 customer networks to one another, 

wherein the service provider network includes: 
a first provideredge (PE) device that couples to the first CE 

device via a first link; 
a second PE device that couples to the second CE device 

via a second link; and 
a third PE device that couples to the third CE device via a 

third link, 
wherein the first PE device includes: 
a control unit that executes a loop-prevention protocol, 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a 
bridge identifier for each of the first and second PE 
devices, in accordance with the bridge identifiers, 
selects with the loop-prevention protocol the second PE 
device as a current rootbridge to forward L2 communi 
cations between the first L2 customer network and the 
service provider network without forwarding the L2 
communications with the first PE device, and detects a 
topology change that splits the first L2 customer net 
work into a plurality of L2 sub-networks; and 

at least one interface that, in response to detecting the 
topology change, outputs a message to direct one or 
more of the second PE device and the third PE device to 
clear L2 address information learned when forwarding 
the L2 communications, wherein the message includes 
the bridge identifier determined by the loop-prevention 
protocol as the current rootbridge prior to detecting the 
topology change to direct one or more of the second PE 
device and the third PE device to clear only L2 addresses 
learned from the bridge identifier determined by the 
loop-prevention protocol as the current rootbridge. 

27. A network system comprising: 
a first L2 provider backbone (PB) network that includes 

first and second PB devices; 
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a second L2PB network that includes a third and fourth PB 

devices; and 
a provider backbone bridging (PBB) network positioned 

intermediate to the first L2 PB network and the second 
L2 PB network and provides layer two (L2) connectivity 
in the form of a backbone virtual private local area 
network (LAN) (B-VLAN) between the first L2 PB 
network and the second L2 PB network to transparently, 
from the perspective of the first L2 PB network and the 
second L2 PB network, connect the first and second L2 
PB networks to one another, 

wherein the PBB network includes: 
a backbone edge bridging (BEB) device that couples to the 

first PB device via a first link: 
a second BEB device that couples to the second PB device 

via a second link; and 
a third BEB device that couples to the third PB device via 

a third link, 
wherein the first BEB device includes: 
a control unit that executes a loop-prevention protocol, 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a 
bridge identifier for each of the first and second BEB 
devices, in accordance with the bridge identifiers, 
selects with the loop-prevention protocol the second 
BEB device as a current rootbridge to forward L2 com 
munications between the first L2 customer network and 
the service provider network without forwarding the L2 
communications with the first BEB device, and detects a 
topology change that splits the first L2 customer net 
work into a plurality of L2 sub-networks; and 

at least one interface that, in response to detecting the 
topology change, outputs a message to direct one or 
more of the second BEB device and the third BEB device 
to clear L2 address information learned when forward 
ing the L2 communications, wherein the message 
includes the bridge identifier determined by the loop 
prevention protocol as the current root bridge prior to 
detecting the topology change to direct one or more of 
the Second BEB device and the third BEB device to clear 
only L2 addresses learned from the bridge identifier 
determined by the loop-prevention protocol as the cur 
rent rootbridge. 

28. A network system comprising: 
a first L2 provider backbone (PB) network that includes 

first and second PB devices; 
a second L2PB network that includes a third and fourth PB 

devices; 
a provider backbone bridging (PBB) network positioned 

intermediate to the first L2 PB network and the second 
L2 PB network and provides layer two (L2) connectivity 
in the form of a backbone virtual private local area 
network (LAN) (B-VLAN) between the first L2 PB 
network and the second L2 PB network to transparently, 
from the perspective of the first L2 PB network and the 
second L2 PB network, connect the first and second L2 
PB networks to one another, 

wherein the PBB network includes: 
a backbone edge bridging (BEB) device that couples to the 

first PB device via a first link: 
a second BEB device that couples to the second PB device 

via a second link; and 
a third BEB device that couples to the third PB device via 

a third link, 
wherein the first BEB device includes: 
a control unit that executes a loop-prevention protocol, 

wherein the loop-prevention protocol determines a 
bridge identifier for each of the first and second BEB 
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devices and, in accordance with the bridge identifiers, 
selects with the loop-prevention protocol the second 
BEB device as a current rootbridge to forward L2 com 
munications between the first L2 PB network and the 
PBB network without forwarding the L2 communica- 5 
tions with the first BEB device; and 

at least one interface that receives network traffic via the 
B-VLAN having a virtual L2 source address associated 
with the second BEB device and receives network traffic 
via the B-VLAN having a virtual L2 source address 10 
associated with the third BEB device, 

wherein the control unit stores data associating the virtual 
L2 source address associated with the third BEB device 
rather than store the virtual L2 source address associated 
with the second BEB device based on bridge identifier 15 
associated with the selected current rootbridge so as not 
to improperly determine that the second BEB device is a 
remote peer. 


